To whom it may concern

I wish to put forward a submission into the working of the Management and Seniors Management
within the ASNSW (Ambulance Service New South Wales)

My career came to an end 201 when i was diagnose with serve PTSD and
.
I feel that the confrontation with a senior manager was the Trigger point that sent me on the road
to a early retirement.

If you spoke up about intimidation,bulling,harassment or nepotism and or question the decision
processes you found yourself on the wrong side management to a point were you would be
overlooked for higher duties your work being scrutinised to a point that would put undue pressure
that was not needed.

If you feel that your complaint needs to be raise to higher management it would be given to a unit
called the (Professional Standards and Conduct Unit). PSCU.Your complaint would be tweaked to
support managements claim against you.In my case when i complained about one manager they
never asked a witness that had seen the whole episode of chest pointing,intimidation and raised
voices which made it so hard to work at
Headquarters i than asked for a transfer to
station. where the Bullying came in a different form from management. This can be view
by hard copy at any time by the Parliament committee only,

I have enjoyed emotional highs and lows of one of the greatest career i have ever know.If you are
dislike for any reason you are targeted in such a manner it leaves uncomfortable and nervous where
you are prone to fail. In short harassed to fail, where by your performance will suffer.

It seams that Security of personal files and computer access are and can be breached by
management to suit their need.

The Above Statements are written in good faith and without prejudice and are true to my
experience and recollections.

